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VOICES IN THE WILDERNESS:
CATHOLIC NGOS AND THE CHALLENGE OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Kevin Ahern1
“human rights will not improve much without the direct participation of a
robust, free and independent civil society….’
Navi Pillay, High Commissioner for Human Rights, October 2012

1. Introduction
For nearly a century, Catholic non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have
played an important role in the development of human rights norms and enforcement
mechanisms. Like John the Baptist, these organizations are prophetic voices calling out
from the wilderness for justice (Matt. 3:3). Gaining a better understanding these and other
NGOs is absolutely essential in adapting the social practice of human rights to the
challenges of the twenty-first century. This paper will attempt to summarize some ethical
insights that emerge from my theological analysis of NGOs.
Given the initial resistance to rights language by the Catholic Church, it may
surprise many to learn of the historical and present role played by Catholic NGOs in the
human rights movement.2 They have, for example, been key actors in the development of
the global governance structures, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the
establishment of the first special procedures mechanism, and the recognition of
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conscientious objection as a human right.3 They are a regular feature at the UN Human
Rights Council and often bring attention to human rights issues ignored by others. At the
local level, they are involved in human rights education and social action as exemplified
by the work of Congolese Sister Angelique Namaika, the recipient of the 2013 UNHCR
Nansen Refugee award.4

2. Theological Considerations
While the Catholic tradition has long inspired collective action for justice, a
robust theological framework to understand socially engaged communities—both
Catholic and non-Catholic—has not yet been fully developed. In light of this challenge, I
argue for a framework of social or structural grace as a constructive way to appreciate the
theological and ethical dimensions of NGOs.
For over forty years, the Catholic social tradition has acknowledged the existence
of social or structural sin.5 Originating in the context of Latin American liberation
theology, the notion of structural sin applies social analytical thinking to insights from
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traditional moral theology to identify dehumanizing and unjust social structures including
racism and economic inequality.
This insight has been powerful, both inside and outside the Catholic world. Pope
John Paul II affirmed the concept in his 1984 apostolic exhortation Reconciliation and
Penance and his 1987 encyclical Sollicitudo Rei Socialis.6 From a different perspective,
Paul Farmer, the Harvard Professor and founder of Partners in Health, frequently appeals
to this theme in his work in social medicine.
If the structures that dehumanize, oppress and divide humanity can be considered
structures of sin, might the structures that seek to uplift human dignity and heal the
wounds of a broken world be considered structures of grace? A case for human rights
NGOs as structures of grace can be made from several perspectives. In the interest of
time, I will briefly outline four of these.
First, human rights NGOs serve as structures of grace in the ways they counter
structural sin through human rights education and empowerment of local communities.
There are countless examples of this type of work. Catholic NGOs such as Pax Romana
and Franciscans International, for instance, work to support local communities and
human rights defenders in the Universal Periodic Review process.
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Second, human rights NGOs counter the impact of structural sin by utilizing their
“soft power” through advocacy and analysis aimed at holding political leaders and
institutions accountable to the demands of the common good.7 This work is most often
done in what has been described as the “boomerang pattern of influence,” whereby nonstate actors challenge structures and office holders normally seen as “sovereign.”8 For
many Catholic NGOs, such as the Dominicans for Justice and Peace, it is not uncommon
for them, in this process, to support victims to take up their own voice and speak for
themselves at the national and international levels.
Third, NGOs counteract structural sin in the ways in which they help to uncover
the root causes of human rights abuses. Methods of social analysis that have been central
to many international Catholic organizations have helped them to name and address
underlying causes of abuse. This type of NGO analysis based on experience has been
invaluable to the under-resourced special procedure mechanisms.
A framework of structural grace, however, is more than simply standing in
opposition to structural sin. The category of grace is a critical theme in Christian theology
with many social ramifications. Essentially, grace, according to the traditional Catholic
viewpoint, is a gift of God that is freely given to humanity to heal the destructive effects
of sin and raise the human person to a different level of being.9 The social dimensions of
grace have most explicitly been developed by the Belgian-Brazilian missionary José
Comblin. According to Comblin, God’s grace manifests itself in history in concrete ways
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in both persons and in communities. Grace, he asserts, is not some vague, invisible, and
ineffective theory. Rather, it is a gratuitous presence of God that manifests itself in the
prophetic movements of people fighting against sin and oppression. It is, he writes, “the
force that awakens, animates, and maintains the struggle of the oppressed, who are
victims of injustice and evil.”10
Human rights NGOs might also be understood as manifestations of grace as they
seek to heal and transform society in light of specific missions. In Catholic theology, the
mission of an organization is often described as a charism—a special gift or grace of the
Holy Spirit given for the betterment of the common good.11 For example, the NGO of the
Daughters of Charity seek to respond to their Vincentian charism in their human rights
advocacy work on behalf of the poor. The International Young Christian Workers, by
contrast, focus their human rights advocacy work on their specific mission among youngadult workers.
10
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At their best, human rights NGOs manifest noble missions or charisms aimed at
advancing human dignity, charity and justice. The language of charism puts the specific
mission of the organization into perspective. To recognize the mission of an organization
as a charism helps to see a broader picture where mission is received by the organization
as a gift to be directed to the common good.

3. Ethical Considerations
While human rights NGOs have the potential to manifest social grace, no
organization is perfect. Several ethical considerations surface from a theological reading
of human rights NGOs as structural grace. To conclude, I will briefly highlight three
considerations or sets of polar tensions that might be applied to all human rights NGOs in
their important work.
A. Mission and Institution
First, socially engaged NGOs can experience a tension between mission and
institution. On the one hand, there is the danger of neglecting the real need for ethical
institutions to live out an important mission. Social transformation for human rights is a
serious task. Having a good mission cannot be an excuse to ignore the need for
organizational structures that safeguard effectiveness, participation, and accountability.
On the other hand, there is a related danger for social groups to gravitate toward a stifling
institutionalization, which can overshadow the dynamic grace or mission at the core of
the organization. Over the course of organizational development as charisms and
missions become routinized, attention must be paid to ensure that organizational
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structures do not, as Roger Haight warns, hamper the “spontaneity” and creativity that are
characteristic of grace.12
Within the Catholic tradition, the church has always maintained that charism and
grace are not in opposition to institutional structures.13 Both mission and institution are
necessary to effect change. Institutions, however, ought to be secondary and in service to
the mission of the organization and not the other way around. This means that in order to
effectively carry out their specific missions, NGOs need to find a balance between
flexibility and adaptability to a changing world and the need for participatory structures
to guarantee that the organization is guided its mission, its members, and the needs of the
common good.
This tension between mission and institution also requires a balance between the
common good and the organizational good. The theologian James Keenan has spoken
frequently about the virtue of self-care for people involved in social action. This same
lesson can be applied to the organizational level.14 Like the human rights defender,
organizational structures need attention to avoid burn out and a loss of a sense of mission.
One way to avoid this loss of mission is to appoint a person or committee to take charge
of mission, such as a vice-president for mission. 15
B. Unity and Diversity
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A second set of poles that need to be balanced in the work of international NGOs
is the tension between unity and diversity within the organization. At one extreme, some
organization’s excessive focus on unity and adherence to a global “brand” leaves little
room for diversity. At the other extreme, the embrace of diversity, particularly in global
NGOs with federated structures, can make it impossible to agree on a common mission or
shared social action plan. Finding the right balance between unity and diversity is not
easy. The growing accessibility of social media offers new possibilities to engage a
diverse group of people in a common task, but this needs critical evaluation to ensure that
marginalized voices are taken into consideration.
C. Cooperation and Competition
Human rights NGOs also struggle with the tension between cooperation and
competition. With over 3,000 NGOs presently accredited to the UN, for example, only a
very small number of highly funded organizations can be effective on their own. In order
to have an impact on the global debate, organizations must join together in campaigns,
coalitions, and other collaborative efforts. Partly overwhelmed with logistical challenges,
the international institutions themselves are incentivizing NGO collaboration.
But collaboration, of course, is not always easy; nor is it always desirable.
Working with other organizations takes precious time and energy that NGOs often do not
have. Collaboration with other organizations can also mean that the specific concerns of
one’s organization are watered down or limited to the lowest common denominator. In a
culture where NGOs are often forced to compete against one another for limited funds,
there is often considerable pressure for organizational reports to emphasize their
distinctive contributions and downplay collaborative efforts.
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A theological framework of structural grace can help organizations negotiate
these dangers. If these organizations ultimately have the same goal of the promotion of
the common good and if they reflect missions rooted in the same (divine) source, then
they should be open to exploring means for cooperation in such a way that respects the
specific mission and identity of each party involved.16 At times, this may also mean
merging two different structures or organizations that have increasingly similar missions
and goals. While any process of merging will likely involve painful decisions, a theology
of structural grace can help those involved to remain focused on the demands of the
common good and the grace-filled mission needed to address those demands.
In their opposition to social sin and embodiment of specific charisms human
rights NGOs are potential manifestations of what might be called social or structural
grace. This is not to suggest that organizations have moral agency in the same way as a
human person; nor is it to say that they are perfect. Rather, a framework that
acknowledges the pneumatological dimensions underlying efforts aimed at social
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transformation can help organizations maintain perspective as they discern how to best to
embody their mission in their service of the common good.
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